INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

List of candidates admitted at the written examination

The following list includes the candidates who have obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum.

In the following list, there are not:
- candidates for which we have not yet received the payment of the competition fee and the candidates who paid it after the deadline. Candidates not listed who paid the fee by the deadline must send a copy of the receipt of payment by mail to concorsodottorato@unipi.it the day before the written examination. Candidates who did not pay the competition fee or who paid it after the deadline are excluded from the competition;
- candidates whose foreign academic qualification is been valued no eligible by the Selection Boards (art.3 of announcement of the competition):

1. AGHAABDELLAHIAN ZAHRA
2. AIELLO FRANCESCO
3. AL-ZUBAIDI SALAM
4. ANTOGNOLI MATTEO
5. ARSHAD MAMOONA
6. BATINI NICCOLO' 
7. BOVECCHI FEDERICO
8. CARAGLIO ALESSANDRO
9. CASCINELLI GIUSEPPE
10. CHICCHIERO CLAUDIO
11. CHIOCCA ANDREA
12. FARALDI GIUSEPPE
13. GIANNETTI VITTORIO
14. LIU XINYING
15. LUCCHESI LEONARDO
16. LUISOTTI ELEONORA
17. MACORETTA GIUSEPPE
18. NAJAFI POUYAN
19. NEMATALLAHI RAHELEH
20. PALAIA GIUSEPPE
21. PALETTI MARTA
22. PASHAEI REZA
23. PASQUALETTO ELENA
24. PIRAGINO ANTONIO
25. RASHID Aiman
26. SIQUEIRA NASCIMENTO DEBORA
27. SOLTANI MOHAMMAD
28. TROMBETTI LORENZO